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Privyet! For those that don’t know, that means “hello” in Russian, and you 

could likely hear it all over at the recent annual Russian NewAge Forum that 

gathered together hundreds of IPCs and NewAge leaders.

More than 150 IPCs from Russia and neighboring states attended the 

event, which included business trainings, presentations given by NewAge 

management and IPC leaders, and entertainment.

Shon Whitney, President of the LEMEA region, opened the event with his 

presentation on the state of the company. Area Developer Artur Khusainov 

conducted the event, and announced new programs and promotions.

Sales manager Ksenia Rotacheva gave a presentation on TeMana Noni + 

Collagen, talking about the benefits and uniqueness of the newly launched 

product.

There were additional presentations made by IPC leaders from various 

countries: Tatyana Markova and Alexander Babin from Russia, Svetlana 

Shunevich from Ukraine and Olivera Durich from Serbia.

Meanwhile, IPC Svetlana Pisarenko shared her impressions of the TeMana Stars 

event that she attended in Milan last spring.

Of course, the event also included recognition, with new IPC titles and 

achievements being recognized.

And of course, it wouldn’t be a NewAge event without some fun! There 

were various activities and giveaways, and the event concluded with dances 

around fountains of delicious chocolate.

RUSSIA HOLDS ANNUAL 
NEWAGE FORUM

• Korean Publication features Centurion Program

• NewAge running campaign in major European Magazine

• Norway office gives away luxury TeMana skincare treatment

HONORS

Attendees pose for photos with leaders and fellow 
IPCs during Russia’s NewAge forum.



NEWAGE RUNNING 
CAMPAIGN IN MAJOR 
EUROPEAN MAGAZINE

KOREAN PUBLICATION 
FEATURES CENTURION 
PROGRAM

NewAge CEO Brent 
Willis pictured on the 
website for Korean 
Marketing News

Korean publication Korean Marketing News just posted an 
article all about NewAge’s fantastic new Centurion program, 
detailing its launch date, duration, rewards and who can join.

Through the Centurion program, IPCs that bring in 1,000 
subscribers and generate $1 million in revenue will receive 
$200,000 (half in cash and half in stock), in addition to other 
wonderful benefits.

The article explained the Centurion name, noting it comes 
from ancient Rome: “Centurions were commanders in the 
Roman army. They were trusted to lead, inspire and act.”

The article also noted that CEO Brent Willis worked in Korea 
years ago, and thus has high expectations for the Centurion 
program in Korea. 

Anyone who opens up an issue of Network Career – 
Europe’s largest network marketing magazine – anytime 
soon will see some great NewAge content. That’s 
because NewAge is running a three-month PR campaign 
in the magazine.

The November issue of Network Career, which operates 
out of Germany, features an article titled “NewAge 
Beverages: Better For You.” It notes that Tahitian Noni 
is “a worldwide name for solid, innovative health and 
wellness products.”

The article also talks about NewAge’s goal to 
become the world leader in the healthy beverage 
industry, the company history, CEO Brent Willis, 
the company’s new business/opportunity landing 
page, and more.
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NORWAY OFFICE GIVES 
AWAY LUXURY TEMANA 
SKINCARE TREATMENT
We can’t all visit a glorious tropical paradise like Tahiti, but 
getting pampered with a luxurious TeMana treatment is the 
next best thing! And that’s just what the Norwegian NewAge 
office offered to one lucky individual.

Everyone who purchased a TeMana Brightening Cleanser 
in October was entered into a drawing, with the winner 
receiving an hour-long luxury TeMana skincare treatment. 
Meanwhile, the office has also been selling gift cards for the 
treatment, a fantastic holiday gift for people to give to their 
loved ones. 


